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BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37603
Call No : 005.74 KEZ-J

SAS programming is a creative and iterative process
designed to empower you to make the most of your
organization's data. This friendly guide provides you
with a repertoire of essential SAS tools for data
management, whether you are a new or an infrequent
user. Most useful to students and programmers with
little or no SAS experience, it takes a no-frills, hands-on
tutorial approach to getting started with the software.
You will find immediate guidance in navigating,
exploring, visualizing, cleaning, formatting, and
reporting on data using SAS and JMP. Step-by-step
demonstrations, screenshots, handy tips, and practical
exercises with…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37583
Call No : 005.8 STA-J

Information security has a major gap when cryptography
is implemented. Cryptographic algorithms are well
defined, key management schemes are well known, but
the actual deployment is typically overlooked, ignored,
or unknown. Cryptography is everywhere. Application
and network architectures are typically well-
documented but the cryptographic architecture is
missing. This book provides a guide to discovering,
documenting, and validating cryptographic
architectures. Each chapter builds on the next to present
information in a…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 36639
Call No : 305.560954 RAM-R

Policymakers and academics have viewed poverty—its
definition and extent, causes for its persistence and
ways to tackle it—as a source of concern for a long time.
The subject of social exclusion and initiatives to
encourage inclusion have recently emerged as responses
to the continuing poverty in India. In Including the
Socially Excluded, Rahul Ramagundam explores how
social exclusion is linked to the mechanism of poverty.
The first section deals with the definition of social
exclusion and its connections with the institution of
caste, vote-bank politics and rural livelihoods. Is social
exclusion a cause of poverty or a…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37586
Call No : 327.2 TRA-R

How do adversaries communicate? How do diplomatic
encounters shape international orders and determine
whether states go to war? Diplomacy, from alliance
politics to nuclear brinkmanship, almost always operates
through a few forms of signaling: choosing the scope of
demands on another state, risking a breach in relations,
encouraging a protégé, staking one's reputation, or
making a diplomatic approach all convey specific sorts of
information. Through rich history and analyses of
diplomatic network data from the Confidential Print of
the British Empire, Trager demonstrates the lasting
effects that diplomatic encounters…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37827
Call No : 344.046 MAY-J

Reflecting a global trend, scores of countries have
affirmed that their citizens are entitled to healthy air,
water and land, and that their constitution should
guarantee certain environmental rights. This book
examines the increasing recognition that the
environment is a proper subject for protection in
constitutional texts and for vindication by constitutional
courts. This phenomenon, which the authors call
environmental constitutionalism, represents the
confluence of constitutional law, international law,
human rights and environmental law. National apex and
constitutional courts are…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 36092
Call No : 363.259523 PER-M

Naina Sahni’s murder and the discovery of her body
being burnt in a tandoor in a restaurant in the heart of
Delhi shook the country’s conscience and galvanised the
criminal justice system. What exactly happened that
night? How did the accused, Sushil Sharma, Naina’s
partner and Youth Congress leader, manage to stave off
conviction for more than a decade? What were the
twists and turns in the case and how did the
investigation manage to stay the course? Maxwell
Pereira, who was in charge of the case, gives us an
insider’s account of events as they unfolded, based on
his notes and investigation reports as well as the many
stories that appeared in…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37651
Call No : 414.8 ASH-M

This accessible textbook provides a clear and practical
introduction to phonetics, the study of speech.
Assuming no prior knowledge of the topic, it introduces
students to the fundamental concepts in phonetic
science, and equips them with the essential skills
needed for recognizing, describing and transcribing a
range of speech sounds. Numerous graded exercises
enable students to put these skills into practice, and the
sounds introduced are clearly illustrated with examples
from a variety of English accents and other languages.
As well as looking at traditional articulatory description,
the book introduces…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37868
Call No : 511.8 MEW-W

Appropriate for undergraduate and graduate students,
this text features independent sections that illustrate
the most important principles of mathematical
modeling, a variety of applications, and classic models.
Students with a solid background in calculus and some
knowledge of probability and matrix theory will find the
material entirely accessible. The range of subjects
includes topics from the physical, biological, and social
sciences, as well as those of operations research.
Discussions cover related mathematical tools and the
historical eras from which the applications are drawn.
Each section is preceded by an abstract and statement of
prerequisites…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37863
Call No : 515.5 BEL-W

Clear and comprehensive, this text provides
undergraduates with a straightforward guide to special
functions. It is equally suitable as a reference volume for
professionals, and readers need no higher level of
mathematical knowledge beyond elementary calculus.
Topics include the solution of second-order differential
equations in terms of power series; gamma and beta
functions; Legendre polynomials and functions; Bessel
functions; Hermite, Laguerre, and Chebyshev
polynomials; Gegenbauer and Jacobi polynomials; and
hypergeometric and other special functions. Three
appendices offer convenient tabulation of principal
results…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37789
Call No : 530.475 VEN-D

This advanced text presents a unique approach to
studying transport phenomena. Bringing together
concepts from both chemical engineering and physics, it
makes extensive use of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, discusses kinetic theory, and sets out
the tools needed to describe the physics of interfaces
and boundaries. More traditional topics such as diffusive
and convective transport of momentum, energy and
mass are also covered. This is an ideal text for advanced
courses in transport phenomena, and for researchers
looking to expand their knowledge of the subject. The
book also includes….



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37771
Call No : 531.1133 LOP-D

Waves and flows are pervasive on and within Earth.
This book presents a unified physical and mathematical
approach to waves and flows in the atmosphere,
oceans, rivers, volcanoes and the mantle, emphasizing
the common physical principles and mathematical
methods that apply to a variety of phenomena and
disciplines. It is organized into seven parts:
introductory material; kinematics, dynamics and
rheology; waves in non-rotating fluids; waves in
rotating fluids; non-rotating flows; rotating flows; and
silicate flows. The chapters are supplemented by 47
'fundaments', containing knowledge that is
fundamental to the material presented in the main
text, organized…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37864
Call No : 543.0858 HAR-D

"The authors use an informal but highly effective writing
style to present a uniform and consistent treatment of
the subject matter."— Journal of Chemical Education.
The primary focus of this text is to introduce students to
vibrational and electronic spectroscopy, presenting
applications of group theory to the interpretation of UV,
visible, and infrared spectra without assuming a high
level of background knowledge. The text is divided into
five chapters that address the fundamentals of group
theory, qualitative aspects of quantum mechanics,
vibrational spectroscopy, molecular orbital theory, and
electronic…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37682
Call No : 551.49 PHI-O

This book is the long-awaited successor to Owen M.
Phillips's classic textbook, Flow and Reactions in
Permeable Rocks, published in 1991. In the intervening
eighteen years between the two, significant advances
have been made to our understanding of subterranean
flow, especially through the vast amount of research
into underground storage of nuclear waste and aquifer
pollution. This new book integrates and extends these
modern ideas and techniques and applies them to the
physics and chemistry of sub-surface flows in water-
saturated, sandy and rocky media. It describes essential
scientific concepts and tools for hydrologists and public
health ecologists concerned…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37830
Call No : 577.16 MOO-J

Presenting new approaches to studying food webs, this
book uses practical management and policy examples to
demonstrate the theory behind ecosystem management
decisions and the broader issue of sustainability. All the
information that readers need to use food web analyses
as a tool for understanding and quantifying transition
processes is provided. Advancing the idea of food webs
as complex adaptive systems, readers are challenged to
rethink how changes in environmental conditions affect
these systems. Beginning with the current state of
thinking about community organisation, complexity and
stability, the book moves on to focus on the traits of
organisms…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37749
Call No : 591.5 BER-O

Conservation behavior assists the investigation of
species endangerment associated with managing
animals impacted by anthropogenic activities. It
employs a theoretical framework that examines the
mechanisms, development, function, and phylogeny of
behavior variation in order to develop practical tools for
preventing biodiversity loss and extinction. Developed
from a symposium held at the International Congress on
Conservation Biology in 2011, this is the first book to
offer an in-depth, logical framework that identifies three
vital areas for understanding conservation behavior:
anthropogenic threats to wildlife, conservation and
management…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37438
Call No : 615.14015 TRI-D

Calculation in pharmacy is wide and broad-based
starting from dispensing to manufacturing, quality
control, research and development in pharmaceutical
industries. This is an important subject area for any
student pursuing pharmacy course irrespective of level
of the course. Thus, the students during their course of
studies and pharmaceutical technologists during their
work need to know calculations related to Physical and
chemical properties of active ingredients and excipients.
Rate of absorption, Biological activity, and Rate of
degradation of the drug substances. There is need to
have such book on…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37467
Call No : 620.00151 KUM-K

Computer Based Numerical and Statistical Techniques
introduces the techniques to approximate mathematical
procedures or solutions of problems that arise in science
and engineering. Approximations to a solution are
considered necessary because the analytical methods
are either intractable or the problem under
consideration cannot be solved analytically. Though
there are a number of books available, most of them are
without a detailed elucidation of errors in numerical
analysis. This book is aimed at rectifying this problem.
The text is carefully crafted to cater…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37679
Call No : 621.367 O'GO-L

In the classic 'cookbook' style of the original, this new
edition guides researchers and practitioners through
techniques for the digital manipulation and analysis of
images, from the simplest steps to advanced functions.
Drawing on their long experience as users and
developers of image analysis algorithms and software,
the authors present a practical description and
implementation of the most suitable procedures. Each
section treats a single operation, describing typical
situations that use the operation, and discusses the
algorithm and implementation. Sections start with a
'before' and 'after' pictorial example and a reference
listing…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37552
Call No : 624.183 NAY-N

This is the 1st Indian book on concrete sustainability and
written with a view of Indian conditions and
construction practices. The book lucidly covers all
phases in the life of concrete from cradle to grave. It is
believed that the book will make positive contribution in
addressing the burning issue of climate change and
sustainability and will be well received by civil
engineering professionals and academicians alike in
India and abroad…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37890
Call No : 628.162 BIN-C

Basic Water Treatment is an essential reference on all
aspects of water quality and treatment principles and
processes. This accessible introduction and practical
guide to water treatment focuses on the issues of most
interest to practising engineers, summarising the key
issues and criteria in short and accessible sections, with
additional theory to explain and support the treatment
processes considered. Basic Water Treatment is an
essential resource for water engineers at all levels - a
textbook for students, a handbook for young engineers
or chemists, and an indispensable guide full of practical
information for the established practitioner. Fully
revised…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37795
Call No : 658.4038 LAL-M

"The majority of IT projects necessitate the
incorporation of domain knowledge into working
software. This knowledge needs to be consistently
managed across the project's activities and outputs.
This book assesses how two well-known software
development methodologies - Waterfall and Agile -
attempt to meet this challenge. Both approaches
exhibit a number of strengths, but also some
weaknesses. An alternative model, the Project
Knowledge Model (PKM), is put forward. The model
scopes the knowledge relevant to the project into a
specified number of data points assisting in its
digitisation…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37765
Call No : 662.2 LEE-J

Explosions, and the non-steady shock propagation
associated with them, continue to interest researchers
working in different fields of physics and engineering
(such as astrophysics and fusion). Based on the author's
course in shock dynamics, this book describes the
various analytical methods developed to determine non-
steady shock propagation. These methods offer a simple
alternative to the direct numerical integration of the
Euler equations and offer a better insight into the
physics of the problem. Professor Lee presents the
subject systematically and in a style that is accessible to
graduate students and researchers working in shock
dynamics…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37535
Call No : 693.852 BOO-E

Earthquake Design Practice for Buildings, 3rd edition
provides comprehensive, practical and easy to read
advice for all engineers, designers and analysts of
earthquake resistant structures. This new edition has
been completely revised to account for the many
developments that had taken place since the publication
of the best-selling second edition. The third edition
continues to provide comprehensive practical guidance
and now covers: Threats to human activity from
earthquakes and strategies employed to mitigate this
Reference to SHARE, SESAME, synthetic ground motion
derivation Major update of codes - European and USA.
A new restressed concrete…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 35341
Call No : 791.620 SAR-S

Disclaimer : Miss India is the registered trademark of
Bennett, Coleman & Company Limited. Used with
permission. Photographs of Miss India Contestants in
this book and the tiara/crown artwork used on the cover
of this book are copyrighted properties of Bennett,
Coleman & Company Limited. Bennett, Coleman &
Company Limited does not endorse or take any
responsibility with respect to the contents of this book.
How does Sushmita Sen remain poised and confident?
What is Madhu Sapre's secret recipe for perfect skin?
How does Neha Dhupia deal with bad hair days? What
are Lara Dutta's make-up tips to look youthful?
Answering these and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37730
Call No : 822.3 LOX-J

"At the heart of this book is a previously unpublished
account of Ben Jonson's celebrated walk from London to
Edinburgh in the summer of 1618. This unique firsthand
narrative provides us with an insight into where Jonson
went, whom he met, and what he did on the way. James
Loxley, Anna Groundwater and Julie Sanders present a
clear, readable and fully annotated edition of the text.
An introduction and a series of contextual essays shed
further light on topics including the evidence of
provenance and authorship, Jonson's contacts
throughout Britain, his celebrity status, and the
relationships between his 'foot voyage' and other
famous journeys of the time. The essays also illuminate
wider issues such as…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38047
Call No : 954.14 MUR-G

Art, literature, music and other intellectual expressions
of a particular society are together regarded as the
culture of that society. Ideas, customs and social
behaviour of a particular people or society are also its
‘culture’. Contrary to what we think, it is not easy to
describe ‘culture’, nor is it easy to write the cultural
history. Writing the history of Bengali culture is even
more difficult because Bengali society is truly plural in its
nature, made even more so by its political division. The
two main religious communities that share this culture
are often more aware of the differences between them
than the similarities. Nonetheless, the people remain
bound by history and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37899
Call No : Fiction HUS-S

New Delhi, 2017. It is nine years since the 26/11 terror
attacks in Mumbai and the wounds have still not healed.
Especially not for Superintendent of Police Vikrant
Singh, who ends up landing a slap on the High
Commissioner of Pakistan's face when he meets him at
an event. Meanwhile, in Bhopal, five members of the
Indian Mujahideen, arrested by Vikrant, break out of the
Central Jail. Vikrant, suspended for the diplomatic
disaster, is unofficially asked to assist the team tracking
the escaped terrorists. In another part of the country, a
retired tycoon, a heartbroken ex-soldier and a young
woman dealing with demons of her own embark on a
journey of self-discovery aboard a cruise liner from
Mumbai to…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37893
Call No : Fiction PAT-J

From the author of the Sunday Times no. 1 bestseller,
the President is Missing A Racially Charged Murder
Splits A Town In Two Ruby Bozarth, a newcomer to
Rosedale, Mississippi, is also fresh to the Mississippi Bar
– and she faces an impossible task defending a college
football star accused of murder. The victim is a young
woman from one of the town's oldest families and
Rosedale's upper crust are howling for blood. Then
news breaks of a second murder and lurid, intertwining
investigations unfold. Ruby discovers that no one in
Rosedale can be trusted, especially the twelve men and
women on the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 31444
Call No : 004.678023 BUL-L

Internet skills are becoming an essential part of
education. Technology and You shows readers how to
use the World Wide Web safely and constructively for
research and leisure. Thi informative series is written in
an easy-to-read and accessible style and introduces the
features of Internet search engines and web sites. Each
book contains: - annotated graphics to demonstrate
evertythign from basic log-on techniques to beginning
research skills - pronunciation keys, glossary and index -
a summary…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 35872
Call No : Fiction BUR-F

This story is about a small girl named Sara Crewe who is
born and brought up by her father in all the luxuries
one can possibly think of. She lives in India with her
father as her mother had died when she was born.
Crewe is a captain and is very rich. Sara lives with maids
and servants all around and wears exclusive and
expensive clothes. She has many toys and things that a
girl can dream of. When she grows older, she is taken to
a seminary in London by the Captain for her academics.
The owner of the seminary, Miss Minchin is however a
very materialistic woman who always thinks of money
and…




